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Introduction
Sure there's no such thing as a bad blowjob, but some are definitely better than others and though a
young slut's mom might tell her that a really quick way to win a man's heart is through his stomach, her
best friend will always wink and whisper that a deep, sloppy throat-job is even faster!  Deep Throat
Love offers wannabe whores important life lessons at keeping their horny boyfriends.

Adult Review
Deep Throat Love is the home of 34 porn whores who want to give back to the female non-porn civilian community by
teaching any and all amateur cocksuckers how to deep-throat their lovers cock, no matter how big and thick it may be!
  
  Each suckalicious scene starts with a quick lesson using everyday fruits and vegetables that any good slut has lying around
the house. These professional pornstars share secrets and tips on how they manage to get so much man meat into their warm
wet throats! What quickly follows is a hot one-on-one dick sucking session where you can watch the sexy teacher do what
she does best: stifle her gag reflex and cram ten inches of cock all the way down her deep-throat. Every one of these bitches
really does go balls-deep!
  
  Most of the videos at Deep Throat Love are about 40 to 50 minutes long.  That includes the lesson, the real deep throat
exam, and even some hardcore pussy-pounding action.  The clips can all be downloaded or streamed, and the lessons are
yours to refer to over and over again because they are not protected with DRM.  The videos can be watched either as full
length scenes, or in smaller chunks.  Maximum video resolution is 512 x 288, and a new episode is added every week or two.
  
  Every scene also features high quality photo galleries that include hundreds of individual pictures.  The photos are snapped
in 850 x 567 resolution so are worth saving.  Screen captures are also available if you'd like to preview the action before
watching the full-length Deep Throat Love video.  The deep throat close-ups are ultra hot, especially when they focus on the
whore's wide eyes and drool, so make sure you check out all of the galleries.
  
  Your monthly membership also includes access to a network of exclusive porn sites, which are all listed to the right side of
this review.  The network access will treat you to hundreds of additional exclusive porn movies and pictures, each focusing
on a different popular sexual fetish. Deepthroating fans will love this fucking site, because Deep Throat Love does deliver the
goods.

Porn Summary
Even good amateur whores need to suck cock like a pro.  And nothing makes them look more like a seasoned dick-sucker
than being able to gobble down a nine inch cock straight to the balls.  If your own  personal slut could use some lessons,
Deep Throat Love is the perfect gift for her!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The best deep-throat blowjob site on the internet!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 94 Interface: 86
Support: 92 Unique: 95    Taste: 98        Final: 93

Porn Sites Included
Real Ex-Girlfriends (88) ,Freaks of Cock (86) ,18 Years Old (86) ,Euro Humpers (84) ,40 Oz Bounce (84) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Hardcore, Oral, PornStars, Swallowing
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.94 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 41
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